A mystery suicide: Key Oswald witness.
GEORGE DE MOHRENSCHILDT AND WIFE WITH JFK PHOTO
Key witness was found dead in Palm Beach

Witness 'who knew plan of Oswald' kills self
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Kennedy assassination by the Warren Commission and is mentioned in its 1964 report.

Sources in West Palm Beach indicated today that committee investigators were in Dallas, attempting to locate a photo, documents and possibly a tape recording, all of which may have been turned over to an attorney there by De Mohrenschildt.

Oltmans reported recently that De Mohrenschildt had made a "shocking confession" that he knew in advance what Oswald planned to do. Oltmans said, "he asked me, how do you think the media would react if I came out and said I feel responsible for Oswald's behavior?"

De Mohrenschildt and his wife met Oswald and his Russian-born wife, Marina, in Dallas in 1962. The Warren Commission report indicated that De Mohrenschildt was one of the few members of Dallas' small Russian-speaking community that Oswald liked.

De Mohrenschildt arrived about a week ago in the Palm Beach suburb of Manalapan, where he was a house guest in the beachfront home of Mrs. Charles Tilton III.
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